
Southeast Mox Peak, Devil's Club to top o f east face. The east face of Southeast Mox Peak (a.k.a. 
Southeast Twin Spire) is something I never expected to climb. The 2,400'-vertical face rises out of 
mist and clouds deep in the heart of the North Cascades and had an almost legendary status for 
being unclimbable. Its reputation came from Cascade legends like John Roper, who called it “the 
greatest face in the North Cascades.” North Cascades historian Harry Majors wrote, “The intimi
dating 2,500'-high east face of Southeast Mox is one of the ‘Last Great Problems’ of the North 
Cascades, and should probably remain so. The rock on the Southeast Spire is notoriously unsta
ble and treacherous. … There are routes of great difficulty, which should be climbed only once, 
and there are routes of such great danger and unfeasibility that they should never be climbed. The 
central 800' of the east face of the Southeast Twin Spire probably falls into this latter category. 
The Northwest Spire has already proven to be deadly. The Southeast Spire has an even greater 
potential. I stumbled upon a description of an earlier attempt on the facer “Each hold required 
testing most pulled out like drawers. Pitons could not be solidly placed, and firm projections 
for runners did not exist— all ledges were piled high with loose rock. It seemed that one had only 
to locate and pull out the keystone, and the entire mountain would collapse into a heap of smok
ing rubble. What, we wondered, was holding this precipitous pile of junk together? Every crack you 
find— and they’re pretty scarce— means that something’s ready to peel off the mountain.” Fred 
Beckey had made an attempt on the face years earlier, and the experience left him shaken enough to 
never ever want to go back. Fred told me that it was “a good place for a funeral.” Pilot John Scurlock 
told me that he had flown over just about every peak in the Cascades and admitted that the east 
face of Southeast Mox was the biggest, most awe-inspiring face he has seen. Scurlock took me on a 
reconnaissance flight, and when we flew over the gut-churning east face, I knew I had to climb it.



The climb did indeed live 
up to its reputation, once we got 
to it. W ith a 14-hour approach, 
spread over two brutal days in the 
rain, and enough bushwhacking 
to beat the life and every ounce of 
will to climb out of you, South
east Mox must be one of the most 
heavily guarded m oun tains in 
the range. We will need years of 
therapy to deal w ith the dehu
manizing, savage, brutal beating 
we received. O ur path took us in 
and out of the ice-cold river and 
the carwash of sopping wet slide 
alder, devil’s club, and blueberry 
bushes. Things went from shitty 
to wretched in the forest. It just 
went on and on and on in an 
endless valley of tangled vegeta
tion. The forest seemed to mock 
forward progress and took delight 
at screwing us over almost every 
slow and horrid step of the way. 
I uttered the most violent string 
of expletives to ever pass my lips, 
cursing every rock, tree, bush, 
tree, river, m ountain, and valley 
in this godforsaken hole. Finally, 
Erik Wolfe and I arrived at the 
Mox basin, exhausted and unable 
to see anything in the mist.

Unwilling to accept defeat, 
the next morning, August 31, we 
began to climb, and the clouds 
p arted  long enough for us to 
spend two days forcing a line up 
a face tha t did not w ant to be 
climbed. The leader could not see 
where the next piece of protec
tion would be on the upper 1,500' 
overhanging headwall, so every 
move required total commitment. 
The climbing spiraled out of con
trol as the run-outs grew longer



and the rock became steeper, coming to a climax at a 5.11- X pitch to surmount the final over
hangs. The pressure of forcing a way up, constantly trying to dig for gear, and getting very little, 
worrying about poor belay anchors, not knowing if I’d totally blank out, and just the whole 
enormity of the situation almost got to me. I tried to seize control of my mind and calm down 
before Erik got to the anchors, so he wouldn’t see how fucked up I was.

We both pushed and pushed until we were spread to the limit of our physical and mental 
capacity. It was full-on until the very last pitch. Our route stuck to the right edge of the east 
face, and I could see the summit up ahead. The rock above was devoid of cracks and solid rock, 
so we traversed over to the northeast ridge to get a look at our planned descent (over the sum
mit and down the back), then traversed back to the face. It looked like a short scramble to the 
summit of what’s been called “Hardest Mox” [the unclimbed sub-summit atop the east face 
but before the true summit of Southeast Mox— Ed.] would lead to a heartbreaking full day’s 
climb over ridges and gendarmes to the true summ it of Southeast Mox, then an unknown 
number of rappels into the extremely broken glacier on the backside. One more easy pitch to 
the Hardest Mox summit, but on sandy blocks of stacked garbage where we wouldn’t be able to 
get a rappel anchor, would have committed us to another full day of trying to get off the peak. 
John Scurlock told me later that he saw this on his flight and hoped to God that we wouldn’t 
try going that way to get down.

We had to regain control of the situation and get off this mountain. We had completed the 
east face and were so close to topping out, but we felt that if we summited we would have climbed 
past the point of no return. So we put a Joker playing card in a plastic bag to mark our ascent 
(The Devil s Club, 2,400', V+ 5.11-), shook hands, and decided to rappel the entire face, in places 
staying closer to the northeast ridge than our ascent line did, especially down the lower half. We 
placed no bolts. I can barely describe how relieved we were when we heard the whump of rope 
on the talus below. A few hours later, at 3:30 a.m., after wading chest-deep in the river to avoid 
more punishment from the alder and devil s club, we finally found our camp. We had to retrace 
the entire approach later that day in order to make the next morning’s ferry ride back to our car; 
we didn t want to be reported late and deal with a rescue cluster. By the time we returned from 
our adventure, the rains returned and Mox Peak went back into hiding.
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